HI-FOG® protects all spaces onboard

HI-FOG® core benefits:
- Fast: immediate activation
- Proven: success in countless type approval tests and real fires
- Safe: harmless to people and the environment
- Cooling: prevents fire from reigniting

One-stop-shop advantages for shipyard:
- Single supplier for all applications, project execution and training
- Design and coordination cost savings
- Fire protection during construction

Core benefits for ship owner:
- Training in one fire protection system
- One mimic panel for all applications
- Long lasting quality components
- Single point for after-sales support
- Sustainable solution

Deep fat fryers and ducts
ISO 15371

Ro-Ro and special category spaces
MSC.1/Circ.1430

Cabin balconies
MSC.1/Circ.1268

Accommodation
Resolution A.800(19)

Public spaces
Resolution A.800(19)

Machinery space total flooding
MSC/Circ.1165

Machinery space local application
MSC/Circ.1387

Service areas
Resolution A.800(19)

Machinery space local application
MSC/Circ.1387

Public spaces
Resolution A.800(19)

Accommodation
Resolution A.800(19)
Single pump powering the entire integrated system

Information on Marioff group companies, agents/distributors and references can be found at www.marioff.com.
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